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1. Rational arguments can never be divorced from the apologist’s  _____________  ____________________.
(p.23)

2. How does the author define an apologist? (p.23)

3. Apologetics comes from what Greek word? What does it translate to mean? (p.24)

4. List the eight scripture references that use the Greek word for apologetics. (p.24)

5. Apologetics is linked to ____________, _______________ and _______________, but it is not reducible to
any one of these disciplines. (p.27)

6. How does the author briefly define philosophy? (p.27)

7. According to J. Gresham Machen, what are the greatest obstacles to the reception of the Gospel? (p.28)

8. True or False: No one is argued into Christianity. (p.30)

9. Jesus was an ___________ and a _________________, although these categories are rarely applied to
him today. (p.31)

10. Groothuis refers to Jesus as “apologetic ___________” and Paul as “apologist ______________” (p.31,34)
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11. Describe Paul’s apologetic approach at the Areopagus? (p.35)

12. Groothuis writes: “...we should winsomely, lovingly, and courageously enter the marketplace of ideas as
apologists who defend the Christian worldview.” What three steps are outlined for doing this? (p.37)

1.

2.

3.

13. What is the cardinal virtue of the apologist (and of every Christian)? (p.37)

14. The apologist must pray for ___________ in preparation in an apologetic engagement, for the _________
_____________ and ___________ in an apologetic opportunity, and for the _____________ to receive
the _______ and respond positively and wisely. (p.39)

15. Biblical understood, what is conversion? (p.39)

16. What four things should any candidate for conversion believe? (p.40)

1.

2.

3.

4.
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YOUR OWN WORDS

17. Describe what dialogical apologetic encounters look like (as opposed to written forms). (p.42-43)

18. Describe the importance of context in dialogue. (43-44)

19. From your own notes or highlights from the reading, what quote by the author was most meaningful or

helpful to your own understanding?


